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Over the years, I've explored a good number of kinks and fetishes and I've come to the
conclusion that water sports are my favorite. Water sports or some would call piss play, is
one of the more versatile of kinks. There are number of ways to explore such a kink, with it
being such a versatile kink it's pretty clear why so many within the fetish community and
even in the vanilla world, have such a large interest in it.

Piss play is a rather easy kink to get into to be honest. With there being different options to
explore it, people can start off with a pace that works for them. Pissing on someone while
you're both in the shower is a very common beginner stage. The flow of hot piss with the
flow of the shower, almost makes it feel like nothing at all and makes for a pretty easy clean
up. There's peeing on someone without the shower, which for some can get some getting
used to. Water sports does require a certain level of headspace for not only the sub, but the
Dom. Allowing someone to piss on you which does come with a level of dehumanized
behavior, is not something to take lightly.

Water sports is a very versatile kink. It can be combined with other kinks and add more to
the scene. You can tie someone up and pee on them. You can piss in a dog bowl and allow
the human puppy to drink from it. You can have the sub beg and whimper as they worship
you to have your piss. If you're feeling really bold, while you're out at a leather or kink event
and don't feel like finding a bathroom, having a human urinal comes in handy. Water
sports is a kink that I consider a gift. Allowing someone to drink your piss or someone
trusting you enough to let them piss in or on you can be very special and, in many cases, a
random exchange of fluids is rather hot in itself.

When drinking piss whether it be from the cock itself or a glass, is something best left to
the choice of the sub, as they may have a preference on how to drink it. Drinking from a
glass or bowl may be hard for some as they don't enjoy seeing the piss, so drinking directly
from the cock is their specialty. Others, like my former sub, enjoyed drinking the piss I left
and showing me a video of it later- which of course is a kink as well. Another form of water
sports and I'll admit Is a personal favorite of mine, is pissing into someone while you're
fucking them. A kink I discovered while fucking someone and the urge to piss overcame
me. Not being one to interrupt a good fuck, I decided to enjoy their hole as my personal
urinal. The idea that someone can not only carry your seed inside of them but your piss as
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well, makes for a rather tighter connection and big turn on for the Dom and sub.

As mentioned above, water sports does have its own headspace. Receiving and giving it
doesn't always come easy and being pee shy is a reality for some and may have to power
through to get passed it. Drinking someone's piss is the same. Your first experience may
not always be that great, often the flavor of it may play a factor on how well it's enjoyed- If
it's too strong, the sub may not be able to stand it.

My headspace the first time I tried water sports was not that great. I tried drinking from a
guy's dick while I was drunk and it didn't go too well. The headspace, or in that instance
lack of, was not there at all. I was young (27 I believe) and eager to please the guy. Being
too intoxicated while doing water sports can turn out bad, as it did for me. I ended up
throwing up in the bathtub and pretty much couldn't do anything else the rest of the night.
It wasn't until the leather event, CLAW where I had a better experience with water sports. I
knew the guy much better and his piss had a closer taste to water. Water type piss is highly
recommended when starting out. When I found my taste preference and a couple more
years of experience, I was more than ready when I got my invite for a private piss party at
IML 2015, which was my very first IML. A friend of a friend knew my interest and invited
me. It was a room without furniture and plastic sheets spread out across every inch of the
floor. We were required to be naked and wear a yellow wristband on either our left or right
hand. Left for Piss Dom and right for piss sub. Being the pissy sub I was, I wore mine on
the right and went to town. That night I found my Dom side in water sports by feeding the
piss that I drank , to other subs -in them, on them, in every shape imaginable.

Communicating that can really go a long way, perhaps the sub can drink more water to
help with taste and smell. Drinking piss in the morning, when piss is sometimes at its
strongest isn't so wise (unless that's your flavour). With that said, there are those
experienced subs that can drink coffee piss, beer piss and keep it moving. It really is all
down to your preferences.

While we enjoy our kinks, it can be important to let others know you enjoy them as well.
Flagging your colors can be very useful. Whether it's with a hanky, your gear, or even your
leather formals having yellow on show starts the conversation. One should still not assume
because that color is worn, that's it's their kink. Yellow may just be their favorite color, so
asking the right question doesn't hurt. As with any kinks, conversation and consent go a
very long way. Making sure that all parties involved in the exchange of piss are welcoming
to it and agree on it, is very important when the main goal is to enjoy the golden nectar.
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